Introduction to Indiana’s Academic Standards for Science – 2010
Indiana’s Academic Standards for Science were last revised in 2000. This new document,
Indiana’s Academic Standards for Science – 2010, reflects the ever-changing science content
and the underlying premise that science education should be an inquiry-based, hands-on
experience. These standards were adopted by the Indiana State Board of Education in April,
2010, and will be implemented in the 2011-12 school year.
Indiana’s Academic Standards for Science – 2010 reflect a few significant changes that are
worth noting. Primarily, there are fewer standards and each grade level focuses on the big
ideas for each of these sub-disciplines: physical science; earth science; life science; and
science, technology and engineering. The overarching organization of the standards has also
changed; they are divided into two sections: Process Standards and Content Standards, which
are described in greater detail below.

Process Standards
The Process Standards are the processes and skills that students are expected to learn and
be able to do within the context of the science content. The separation of the Process
Standards from the Content Standards is intentional; in doing so we want to make explicit the
idea that what students are doing while they are learning science is extremely important. The
Process Standards reflect the way in which students are learning and doing science and are
designed to work in tandem with the science content, resulting in robust instructional practice.
The Process Standards are organized in the following grade bands: K-2, 3-5, 6-8. Within each
grade band, the Process Standards address a particular topic or topics. Kindergarten
introduces The Nature of Science, while grades 1 through 5, reflect two parts: The Nature of
Science and The Design Process. In grades 6 through 8, Reading for Literacy in Science and
Writing for Literacy in Science have been added to emphasize these processes in science. For
high school, the Process Standards include Reading and Writing for Literacy in Science as well
as The Nature of Science.
As noted in the previous paragraph, grades 6 through 8 and high school content courses will
include Reading and Writing for Literacy in Science. It is important to note that these Process
Standards emerged with the adoption of the Common Core State Standards in the area of
Reading and Writing for Literacy in Science. The Literacy Standards establish that instruction
in reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language is a shared responsibility. The Literacy
Standards are predicated on teachers in the content areas using their unique disciplinary
expertise to help students meet the particular challenges of reading, writing, speaking,
listening, and language in their respective fields. It is important to note that the literacy
standards are meant to complement rather than supplant content standards in the disciplines.
Part of the motivation behind the disciplinary approach to literacy promulgated by the Literacy
Standards is extensive research establishing the need for college- and career-ready students
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to be proficient in reading complex informational text independently in a variety of content
areas. Most of the required reading in college and workforce training programs is informational
in structure and challenging in content. Postsecondary education programs typically provide
students with both a higher volume of such reading than is generally required in K-12 schools
and comparatively little scaffolding.
The Literacy Standards make clear that significant reading of informational texts should also
take place outside ELA classrooms in order for students to be ready for college and careers.
Future assessments will apply the sum of all the reading students do in a grade, not just their
reading in the ELA context. The Literacy Standards demand that a great deal of reading
should occur in all disciplines.
The Literacy Standards also cultivate the development of three mutually reinforcing writing
capacities: writing to persuade, to explain, and to convey real or imagined experience.
College and career readiness requires that writing focus significantly on writing to argue and to
inform or explain.
The Literacy Standards use grade level bands to present the standards. Teachers teaching at
the beginning of the grade band may need to provide scaffolding for students to be successful,
where teachers teaching at the end of the grade band should expect students to demonstrate
the standards independently.

Content Standards
In grades 1 through 8, the Content Standards are organized in four distinct areas: 1) physical
science; 2) earth science; 3) life science; and 4) science, technology and engineering.
Kindergarten has only the first three areas: physical, earth and life science. In each of these
areas there is at least one core standard, which serves as the big idea at that grade level for
that content area. For the high school science courses, the content standards are organized
around the core ideas in each particular course, which are represented by the core standard.
The core standard is not meant to stand alone or be used as an individual standard, but
instead is meant to help teachers organize their instruction around the ―big ideas‖ in that
content area and for grades K-8, at that particular grade level. Beneath each core standard
are indicators which serve as the more detailed expectations within each of the content areas.
Finally, in the development of these revised science standards, careful attention was paid to
how ideas are articulated across the grade levels so that content and skills that students will
need to succeed in a particular sub-discipline are introduced in an appropriate manner in the
early elementary grades and then progressed as students move towards high school.
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Grade 4
Students in fourth grade study heat and electricity as forms of energy and they construct
simple electric circuits. They study how the shape of the land changes over time and how
natural resources are in limited supply. Students study how the physical characteristics of
organisms affect survival and reproduction. Students investigate transportation systems,
design a moving system and measure its motion. Within this study students employ the key
principles of the nature of science and the design process.

Process Standards
The Nature of Science
Students gain scientific knowledge by observing the natural and constructed world, performing
and evaluating investigations, and communicating their findings. The following principles
should guide student work and be integrated into the curriculum along with the content
standards on a daily basis.










Make predictions and formulate testable questions.
Design a fair test.
Plan and carry out investigations—often over a period of several lessons—as a class, in
small groups or independently.
Perform investigations using appropriate tools and technologies that will extend the
senses.
Use measurement skills and apply appropriate units when collecting data.
Test predictions with multiple trials.
Keep accurate records in a notebook during investigations and communicate findings to
others using graphs, charts, maps and models through oral and written reports.
Identify simple patterns in data and propose explanations to account for the patterns.
Compare the results of an investigation with the prediction.

The Design Process
As citizens of the constructed world, students will participate in the design process. Students
will learn to use materials and tools safely and employ the basic principles of the engineering
design process in order to find solutions to problems.









Identify a need or problem to be solved.
Brainstorm potential solutions.
Document the design throughout the entire design process.
Select a solution to the need or problem.
Select the most appropriate materials to develop a solution that will meet the need.
Create the solution through a prototype.
Test and evaluate how well the solution meets the goal.
Evaluate and test the design using measurement.
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Present evidence by using mathematical representations (e.g., graphs, data tables).
Communicate the solution (including evidence) using mathematical representations
(graphs, data tables), drawings or prototypes.
Communicate how to improve the solution.

Standard 1: Physical Science
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Core Standard:
Provide evidence that heat and electricity are forms of energy. (4.1.1, 4.1.2)
Core Standard:
Design and assemble electric circuits that provide a means of transferring energy from one
form or place to another. (4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.1.1 Describe and investigate the different ways in which heat can be generated.
4.1.2 Investigate the variety of ways in which heat can be generated and moved from one
place to another. Explain the direction the heat moved.
4.1.3 Construct a complete circuit through which an electrical current can pass as evidenced
by the lighting of a bulb or ringing of a bell.
4.1.4 Experiment with materials to identify conductors and insulators of heat and electricity.
4.1.5 Demonstrate that electrical energy can be transformed into heat, light, and sound.

Standard 2: Earth Science
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Core Standard:
Observe, investigate and give examples of ways that the shape of land changes over time.
(4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3)
Core Standard:
Describe how the supply of natural resources is limited and investigate ways that humans
protect and harm the environment. (4.2.4, 4.2.5, 4.2.6)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.2.1 Demonstrate and describe how smaller rocks come from the breakage and weathering
of larger rocks in a process that occurs over a long period of time.
4.2.2 Describe how wind, water and glacial ice shape and reshape earth’s land surface by
eroding rock and soil in some areas and depositing them in other areas in a process
that occurs over a long period of time.
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4.2.3 Describe how earthquakes, volcanoes and landslides suddenly change the shape of the
land.
4.2.4 Investigate earth materials that serve as natural resources and gather data to determine
which ones are limited by supply.
4.2.5 Describe methods that humans currently use to extend the use of natural resources.
4.2.6 Describe ways in which humans have changed the natural environment. Explain if these
changes have been detrimental or beneficial.

Standard 3: Life Science
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Core Standard:
Observe, describe and ask questions about structures of organisms and how they affect their
growth and survival.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.3.1 Observe and describe how offspring are very much, but not exactly, like their parents or
one another. Describe how these differences in physical characteristics among
individuals in a population may be advantageous for survival and reproduction.
4.3.2 Observe, compare and record the physical characteristics of living plants or animals
from widely different environments. Describe how each plant or animal is adapted to its
environment.
4.3.3 Design investigations to explore how organisms meet some of their needs by
responding to stimuli from their environments.
4.3.4 Describe a way that a given plant or animal might adapt to a change arising from a
human or non-human impact on its environment.

Standard 4: Science, Engineering and Technology
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Core Standard:
Design a moving system and measure its motion.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.4.1 Investigate transportation systems and devices that operate on or in land, water, air and
space and recognize the forces (lift, drag, friction, thrust and gravity) that affect their
motion.
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4.4.2 Make appropriate measurements to compare the speeds of objects in terms of the
distance traveled in a given amount of time or the time required to travel a given
distance.
4.4.3 Investigate how changes in speed or direction are caused by forces: the greater the
force exerted on an object, the greater the change.
4.4.4 Define a problem in the context of motion and transportation. Propose a solution to this
problem by evaluating, reevaluating and testing the design. Gather evidence about how
well the design meets the needs of the problem. Document the design so that it can be
easily replicated.
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